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TET-SAT Area
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Number and name of
the illustrated
competence

Question 15. Teachers’ capacity to integrate ICT-based productivity

Estimated level for
this competence

Proficient

Learning outcome(s)
associated with it

How to work in a group and share workload (social skills), how to find
reliable information, how to find legal pictures (Pixabay, Google
search), how to make a good presentation, learn most common
chronic diseases in Finland, how to share documents and work online

Type or name of ICT
used

O365 online tools Word and PowerPoint (shared documents), peda.net
(pedagogical social network), Google Forms, Socrative, Quizlet live,
Roll and rock

What you do that
meet this level

My pupils use O365 online tools to make presentation in Health
Science. They make a presentation (PowerPoint) and present it to
whole class. They make self-assessments, evaluate their groups work
and also peer-evaluate other group’s presentation. They also make
their own questions to a Socrative test. I use it to evaluate how well
they have learned the whole area we are studying (most common
chronic health issues in Finland). I also make them work in a group
(group test) to answer Quizlet Live (very nice group game) and Roll
and Rock (also fun group game) to evaluate their learning. Pupils use
textbooks and mobile phones to find information and our school
laptops for online working. We also discuss how to find legal pictures
to presentations

Image or link to the
example
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